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Laszlo Moholy-Nagy was born July 20, 1895 in Bacsborsod, Hungary, 
and died November 24, 1946, in Chicago (figure 1, see page 12). As one 
of the most rounded and versatile creative figures of the twentieth cen-
tury, he achieved great success as painter, sculptor, theatre and interior 
designer, industrial and graphic designer, photographer, film maker, writer 
and editor. What tied all of these activities together for him was his pas-
sion for teaching. His principal venues for teaching were in the German 
towns of Weimar and Dessau, where he taught at the Bauhaus (an innova-
tive school of design) from 1923 to 1928, and in Chicago, where he 
taught at the New Bauhaus, which he founded in 1937, and at its succes-
sors, the School of Design in Chicago, and the Institute of Design. 

Because teaching was so crucial in Moholy's career it is worth 
looking into his secondary education in Szeged, in the classical curricu-
lum of the Szegedi Allami Fogimnazium [Main State Gymnasium of 
Szeged].1 The school, located just a short walk from Moholy's now no 
longer extant home at Pusztaszeri utca 4, occupies an imposing (but not 
particularly memorable) building, dating from 1899. The architect was 
Sandor Baumgarten, a staff architect of the Ministry of Religion and 
Public Instruction. 

It was in 1905 that Moholy began his studies in the eight-year 
curriculum of Szeged's Classical gimndzium at the usual age of ten.2 

There is every indication that he had the most rigorous secondary educa-
tion available in Hungary. In 1905 there were 132 classical secondary 
schools offering eight grades.3 Some of these, including the Szegedi 
Allami Fogimnazium, were maintained by local communities, some were 
maintained by religious denominations, and a few were proprietary, but 
all were supervised and subject to inspection by the Minister for Public 



Instruction.4 Moholy had been born into a Jewish family, at a time when 
the total number of Jews would have been about 5% of the population.5 

The Jewish community of Szeged had considered, but rejected, the idea of 
establishing a school offering studies beyond the elementary level.6 

Although he attended a non-sectarian gimnazium, religious studies were 
included in the curriculum, as discussed below. 

The Szegedi Allami Fogimnazium had opened as a school for 
boys on September 1, 1898, in temporary quarters; in the autumn of 1903 
it moved into the Baumgarten building (figure 2, see page 13), which had 
originally been used by a girls' secondary school.7 Instruction was based 
on eight forms, or classes, and only the first was offered in the 1898-1899 
school year. Since one grade was added each year, the first graduates 
finished their studies in the 1904-1905 school year, just as Moholy was 
about to enroll. His entering class that year had 174 students, while the 
entire student body numbered 715. He had only 56 classmates in his last 
school year (1912-1913); the total student body that year numbered 724.8 

All students in the Classical secondary schools were required to 
study three foreign languages, including eight years of Latin, four years of 
Greek, and six years of German.9 During Moholy's time at the school, 
French was also offered and he studied that as well.10 Other requirements 
included eight years of mathematics, eight years of religion, five years of 
natural history, two years of physics, six years of history, three years of 
geography, one year of philosophy and eight years of the study of 
Hungarian language and literature." The chart in figure 3 (see page 14) 
shows the national requirements for Classical secondary schools. 

For his required eight years of religion, Moholy most likely 
engaged in studies in the Hebrew language as well as in Judaism.12 

Raphael Patai summarized religious studies in Hungarian secondary 
schools as follows: 

In the municipal schools two hours weekly were set aside for 
religious studies, for which the pupils were divided into three 
groups: Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish [sic\ in actuality, 
provision was also made for Greek Catholics], with each re-
ceiving instruction in a separate classroom from a clergyman of 
his own faith. The courses in Jewish religion were given by 
graduates of the Jewish Teachers Institute or of the Rabbinical 
Seminary of Budapest.13 



Evidently drawing was not offered in Moholy's gimnazium when he 
studied there (though drawing is offered currently).14 However, according 
to an official government publication of 1908, "Lectures on the History of 
Art illustrated by magic lantern slides are delivered every year during the 
winter months to the pupils of the two higher classes ... of Secondary 
Schools, upon School premises, at various centres in turn. Each course 
consists of a series of twelve lectures, the delivery of which is entrusted 
to some capable teacher of the School ..."15 This is a very prescient 
policy by any standards, as the field of Art History was still quite new in 
1908. Given that the field had its origins in the Imperial capital of 
Vienna, however, and that is was already by that point well-established in 
the sister capital of Budapest as well, perhaps it is not so surprising. 
These lectures are not mentioned in the otherwise thorough accounts of 
Peter and Janosi (see endnote 2), and it may be supposed that an official 
government publication might have exaggerated the degree to which the 
art history lectures were available in Hungary's secondary schools. 
Nonetheless it would seem to be a safe assumption that these lectures 
were available in the most prestigious secondary school in Hungary 's 
second-largest city. In addition, it is clear that Moholy was interested in 
art history from an early age. He later wrote about the collection of art 
books he accumulated after he returned from military service: "In this 
period I spent all my money on art books and was constantly studying 
their illustrations. I studied the old masters, the new ones, whatever I 
could get my hand[s] on."16 In his recollections of the time, Jeno Nagy 
said his brother had "at least thirty or forty books," and that, "[h]e 
especially loved Rembrandt, Holbein, Memling. And Van Gogh."17 

In Peter 's lively account of Moholy's years at the Szegedi Allami 
Fogimnazium the most curious detail is Moholy's near-obsession with 
shorthand, an enthusiasm he shared with his younger brother and fellow 
student, Akos (1897-1938) and with his best friend in the school, Imre 
Bach (1895-1966). All three were active in the shorthand club, and 
served as officers. The teacher who worked with the shorthand club was 
Gyorgy Lippay, who was also Moholy's teacher for Greek; Moholy 
enrolled in Lippay's optional course in shorthand during his fourth year.18 

Moholy won several prizes in the school's shorthand club, as well as a 
prize from the Shorthand Association of Szeged, in 1910.19 In one of the 
club's annual reports, he was cited (along with Akos and Imre) for 
"contributions to the theoretical knowledge of shorthand in their papers 
and lectures."20 Precisely why shorthand was so important to Laszlo and 



Akos (and to other students) at the time is only suggested in Peter 's 
account, but he did name several effective local propagandists, reported 
that the fad for shorthand persisted as late as the 1920s, and added that an 
esteemed poet, Attila Jozsef (1905-1937), was under the "... influence of 
this craze during his young years"21 in Szeged. This interest clearly relates 
to Moholy ' s interest in communications. 

Peter does describe several of Moholy's educational experiences 
that more obviously served as preparation for his later life. These include 
his first active involvement with the theatre. This was during his seventh 
academic year (1911-1912) when he coached some underclassmen in a 
dramatized version of a passage from The Boys of Paul Street (A Pal 
utcai fiuk), a novel by Ferenc Molnar (1878-1952), in which Moholy 
himself played the part of the teacher.22 Moholy followed this up with a 
performance on March 2, 1913, of the role of the lackey in a one-act 
burlesque, Incognito, by Ney and Pokorny.23 

Moholy became a member of the literary and debating society of 
the gimnazium during his seventh year, when he won a prize for the 
translation into Hungarian of Johann Vogl 's German-language poem, 
"Pannonia," in the original metre.24 In his eighth year Moholy won a first 
prize for Hungarian, and another for his skill as a critic and lecturer.25 

Other prizes won by Moholy included books and scholarship 
money. The latter consisted of the school's Bamberger scholarship won 
during his fifth year, an award of 60 crowns, and the same scholarship the 
following year, increased to 80 crowns.26 

Ambitious "educational outings" were encouraged in the Hungar-
ian educational system. These were facilitated by a combination of cheap 
rail fares and grants from a special fund.27 Moholy went on at least one 
such excursion with his gimnazium mates, from May 20 through May 27, 
1911. Two teachers and thirty-four pupils visited a number of cities that 
were then all part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The group travelled 
from Szeged through Zagreb to the Adriatic seaport of Fiume (now 
Rijeka, Croatia). Thence they proceeded via the steamship "Godollo" to 
Cattarro (Kotor), and finally on to Ragusa (Dubrovnik) and the nearby 
island of Lacroma (Locrum). They returned via Sarajevo.28 Moholy, 
recalling the trip some years later, seemed to be especially impressed with 
Dubrovnik.29 

The Szegedi Allami Fogimnazium was fortunate to have had a 
faculty of outstanding quality. The founding director of the school, Karoly 
Karpati (born 1851), remained as director during Moholy's years at the 



school. Karpati was a prolific author, writing on German and Hungarian 
literature, among other topics, including the history of duelling.30 The 
faculty members at the school who probably had the most influence on 
Moholy were form masters who, by Hungarian custom, move up with 
their class. For five years this was Janos Horvath (1878-1961), who 
taught Latin and history and, for part of the five-year period, Hungarian,31 

and he may well have affected Moholy in profound and unexpected ways. 
As it happened, Horvath was the author of one of the earliest 

studies of Endre Ady (1877-1919),32 now universally recognized as 
Hungary 's most significant modern poet. Horvath's book was published 
despite pressure f rom Istvan Tisza, Hungary's former premier and at the 
time still a leading politician, to leave the subject of Ady alone.33 When 
Horvath persisted in publishing his book, even though it was not entirely 
adulatory (because he made some mild criticisms of Ady from a conser-
vative point of view),34 some of Horvath's subsequent writings were 
rejected by conservative journals.3> 

One writer described the impact of Ady on Hungary as being "... 
like a meteor crashing on a sleepy planet."36 The art historian Lajos 
Fiilep (1885-1970) once recalled his impression of Ady ' s initial impact on 
Hungarian society: 

The sensation was the scandalous fact that such poems were 
being published at all, such incomprehensible, meaningless, 
crazy, insane poems, and not just once or twice in some humor 
periodical as a joke, but week after week, with unerring consis-
tency, in a serious political journal [the Budapesti Naplo]?1 

Horvath's career suffered no permanent damage, and he went on to 
become a professor at the University of Budapest, a prolific author, and 
one of Hungary's leading literary historians and critics. Poet and political 
activist Istvan Eorsi (born 1931) wrote of Horvath that "[h]is stimulating 
personality enabled him to exercise a powerful influence on the younger 
generation of scholars and teachers."38 One example would be Albert 
Tezla, who dedicated to Horvath his ambitious work, Hungarian Authors; 
a Bibliographic Handbook, with these words: "To Janos Horvath (1878-
1961) for his illumination and inspiration."39 Miklos Szabolcsi, writing a 
few years after the death of Horvath, called him the "most outstanding 
literary scholar of the age."40 A recent history of the University of Buda-
pest pointed to Horvath as one of the most prominent professors of the 
inter-war period.41 Because of the importance Ady held for Horvath, it is 



easy to suppose that the roots of Moholy's life-long interest in innovative 
writers had its origins in his earliest gimnazium years; Moholy no doubt 
also learned from Horvath that there are times when one must be stubborn 
and independent. 

The next form master was Adolf Wagner, who taught Latin and 
German;42 after Wagner went on sick leave in November, 1912, Moholy 's 
form master was Jozsef F. Striegl (or Striegel) (born 1874), who taught 
Hungarian and German.43 Striegl wrote or co-wrote several works on 
pedagogy and a text for students studying German.44 Each of these three 
men must have had some influence on Moholy's teaching and stimulated 
Moholy to make heavy demands on himself as a student. Moholy, in 
turn, later inspired his own students to make heavy demands on them-
selves. In short, Moholy clearly excelled as a student in the rigorous 
environment of the gimnazium,45 and evidently applied himself to his 
studies with great enthusiasm. 

The written part of Moholy 's "Matura," or final examination, at 
the end of his gimnazium studies in 1913, was given May 16th, 17lh and 
18th. This included an aesthetic and literary assessment of an epic written 
by the Hungarian poet and statesman Miklos Zrfnyi in the seventeenth 
century, and a translation from Latin to Hungarian of a passage from 
Sallust, an encouragement written by Cataline to his accomplice. The 
oral examination was held between June 9th and 15th.46 

The high expectations of students at his school, and the outstand-
ing literary education he received from Horvath, had their effect on 
Moholy ' s youthful ambitions. Thus, while still a gimnazium student, 
Moholy began to publish his poetry. Two of his poems appeared in 
Szegedi Naplo, a Szeged daily newspaper, in its issues of October 6 and 
November 5, 1911, respectively and another appeared a year later, in its 
issue of December 3, 1912. Four more poems were published in a 
literary journal, Delmagyarorszag, three in its issue of October 27, 1912, 
and one in its issue of November, 1912.47 

On the basis of his gimnazium studies Moholy was admitted to 
the University of Budapest. The University's Yearbook, or Almanack, 
tells us that he was one of the law students, that he matriculated in 1913, 
and that he was enrolled for both semesters of the academic year.48 

Finally, what is significant about Moholy's rigorous liberal arts 
education during his gimnazium years is that it was the foundation on 
which he built a career dazzling in its multi-disciplinary scope. More-
over, he not only mastered each area of creative activity in which he 



worked but he was usually on the leading edge. Moholy wrote frequently 
on pedagogy, and always insisted that the best way to prepare designers 
for their careers was to educate the whole person. 

Moholy ' s accomplishments, in contexts quite removed from the 
atmosphere of a classical Hungarian gimnazium, bear testimony to the 
universality of the education he received there. His own students, in turn, 
insisted that it was Moholy ' s broad approach that they remembered most 
fondly. 
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General Time-Table for the Gymnasiums. 
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